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Goals of the Workshop
● Identify projects to help with the challenges faced in HEP Software and Computing 

in the next decade
○ HL-LHC, LBNF, Belle II, Juno, …

● We will be resource constrained - how do we do the best with the resource 
envelope we have?

● Our strong belief, reinforced by the CWP, is that we must work together to solve 
these problems
○ Not enough development effort in the experiments (a constant refrain)
○ Very hard challenges coming up

■ Huge increases in data taken by the detectors
■ Ambitious physics program to support
■ Increasingly challenging hardware environment to run on

○ Working with partner organisations too - WLCG evidently high on that list

● Importance of these projects is measured in their impact on these challenges
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Workshop Organization
● Mix of plenary and (technical) parallel sessions

○ Covering most of the topics of the Community White Paper

Topics covered:

● Technology Watch
● HEP Use Cases
● Simulation
● Analysis Facilities and Use Cases
● Common Data Management and Data Lakes
● Frameworks and Infrastructure
● Training & Careers
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● Workload Management
● Programming for Concurrency & Co-Processors
● Performance and Cost Modeling
● Visualization
● Software Development
● Security

https://indico.cern.ch/event/658060/



L. Sexton-Kennedy - Opening
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Highlights - Participation!
In the end we had 211 participants!

About a quarter from CERN
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Highlights - very attentive and active audience!
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Highlights - very productive discussions!
To get an idea what actually happened during the conference, have a look at the live notes:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QSkvwRK_2HENuxYXcs9Op1dTUK824KddQ1Tfan-P0WU/

55 pages of documentation of discussions and outcomes

Has not been fully cleaned up yet, but parts like 

● Software Development
● Simulation

are in good shape already
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QSkvwRK_2HENuxYXcs9Op1dTUK824KddQ1Tfan-P0WU/


Leading to quite some nice results

● Data Management R&D starting
● Training group identified core skills as a prime first target 
● Common software libraries seriously discussed (VecCore, TrickTrack, Matriplex?)
● Packaging group moving ahead with real tests
● Software developers focus on performance and optimisation
● Frameworks - take on the challenge of heterogeneity and organise workshop 

follow ups

There is lots to do - we advanced our thinking of how to do it
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Some presentations I really liked I/III
“Dask: distributed computing for scientific python” - Martin Durant

→ a very interesting technology to look at!

“Programming languages for frameworks: is C++ still the best choice?” - Radu Popescu

→ C++ is a powerful and generic language
→ ERLANG is exactly modeling what we are aiming for - actors and messages
→ Rust is very powerful and strict (no mem leaks!)
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/658060/contributions/2890391/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/658060/contributions/2898565/


Some presentations I really liked II/III

“Overview of Serialization Technologies” - Jim Pivarski

→ Explaining history, features and HEP specifics
→ ROOT covers most of our archiving needs, but lacks documentation
→ Other solutions are better for interprocess communication
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/658060/contributions/2898569/


Some presentations I really liked III/III

“Simulation and reconstruction challenges for DUNE / LAr TPCs” - Erica Snider

→ Very nice summary from underlying physics to technical challenges
→ They seem to have a working community-wide software suite !

“SKA and Aeneas” - Ana Scaife

→ square kilometre array
→ huge data to deal with 
(RAW data for one (!) picture is 936 TB)
→ Lots of ML effort in object classification needed 
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/658060/contributions/2922066/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/658060/contributions/2940455/attachments/1625101/2587580/WLCG-180329.pdf


Ah… another highlight - Naples is great for food!
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Graeme Steward - Concluding
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Feedback after the workshop

People found it very useful

A bit too much of presentations vs. discussions

This setup of a joint workshop should be repeated

And I agree with all these statements!
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Community White 
Paper article 
published in April 
CERN Courier

(Remember, you can 
still sign the CWP for 
a little while more)
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http://cerncourier.com/cws/latest/cern
mailto:hsf-cwp-ghost-writers@googlegroups.com


The HSF Role

● Improve communication in the community
○ We can’t work together if we don’t know what’s going on
○ We have the hsf-forum mailing list - do please use it

■ Along with other specialist lists, e.g. the technical forum list

● Description and inventory of community activities and projects
○ You can put this onto the HSF website
○ New working groups are really welcome

■ HSF can help marshal interested people in the community

● Organise Community Reviews
○ Great way to get feedback from a dedicated group (GeantV, Analysis Ecosystem)

● Help improve education, training and recognition of software
○ Publish your software, cite the software of others (DOIs)

● New projects should be building cooperation into their core
○ Visit, discuss, collaborate - funding agencies really want this
○ HSF can help to advise on how to do this

We made good progress 
in identifying some of 
these this week, but no 
means did we exhaust 
the possibilities - we 
need to follow up on this
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https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/hsf-forum
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/hsf-tech-forum
http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/howto-website.html
http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/activities/reviews.html


The HSF moving forward

● Links between software and computing communities are very important
○ So this workshop was a real step forwards
○ We have to solve both software and computing challenges - isolation will not work
○ The joint workshop was a real step for forward - should be repeated!

● The HSF: It’s you!
○ Please contribute to the organisation
○ We can help find solutions and new answers to questions
○ Don’t be afraid to constructively criticise

■ But better to fix and improve things
○ HSF work is successful and provides a natural way for working together
○ PyHEP and an opportunity for other WG/BOF meetings before CHEP 

● Thanks very much for coming
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http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/events/2018/01/15/pyhep2018.html

